Paramutation describes the transfer of an acquired epigenetic state to an unlinked homologous locus, resulting in a meiotically heritable alteration in gene expression. Early investigations of paramutation characterized a mode of change and inheritance distinct from mendelian genetics, catalyzing the concept of the epigenome. Numerous examples of paramutation and paramutationlike phenomena have now emerged, with evidence that implicates small RNAs in the transfer and maintenance of epigenetic states. In animals piRNA-mediated retrotransposon suppression seems to drive a vast system of epigenetic inheritance with paramutation-like characteristics. The classic examples of paramutation might be merely informative aberrations of pervasive and broadly conserved mechanisms that use RNA to sense homology and target epigenetic modification. When viewed in this context, paramutation is only one aspect of a common and broadly distributed form of inheritance based on epigenetic states.
evidence provides insights into the mechanism of paramutation. The diversity of paramutation-like phenomena, and the very large numbers of sequences involved, suggests that epigenetic inheritance is much more common than previously supposed.
What is paramutation?
The term paramutation was coined by Brink, during his investigations of the R locus in maize, to describe "an interaction between alleles that leads to directed, heritable change at the locus with high frequency…" 3. Coe's roughly contemporaneous investigations of the maize b1 locus produced evidence consistent with this definition 7. Although both loci encode proteins involved in anthocyanin pigment production, their structure, and their paramutation behaviors, are distinct. These idiosyncrasies are typical of paramutable loci 4, and thus paramutation has never had any equivalent to the rigor and predictive function of Mendel's laws. Paramutation at the b1 locus is perhaps the best studied example of the phenomenon, and has a pattern that facilitates a general description (Figure 1 ). B1-Intense (B-I) and B' are 'epialleles' of b1, with identical genetic structure but different expression states (lower in B'). B-I can spontaneously and heritably convert to B', which is an epimutation, i.e. an epigenetically repressed allele. The B' state is termed paramutagenic because when placed together with B-I, the B-I state invariably changes to B'; thus B-I is termed the paramutable allele. The newly acquired B' state behaves like previously established B' states: it is heritable and paramutagenic. Paramutation at R and other paramutable alleles is more difficult to describe; nevertheless they share the general features of epimutation, paramutagenicity, paramutability, and inheritance of the acquired state 3.
Early speculations on the mechanism
The mechanism(s) underlying paramutation remain incompletely understood, but Brink and Coe nevertheless were able to make some prophetic speculations. Brink's investigations of R led to his astonishingly clear description 8 of what we now call the epigenome (Box 1), and to his view that paramutation is an aberration of normal processes. He saw specific alleles at r1 and paramutable alleles at other loci as peculiar variants whose behavior revealed the potential of the epigenome (which he termed 'parachromatin') to influence heredity. Coe's insight, based on the B-I/B' system, was more specific: he maintained that paramutation could be explained by transfer of a repressive substance from the paramutagenic to the paramutable allele, and he specifically proposed RNA as the repressor particle 9. The prescience of these ideas has been highlighted by modern developments.
Box 1. Brink's conception of the epigenome
In the 1950s R.A. Brink carried out investigations of paramutation at the R locus in maize 62, which together with his work on transposable elements led him to the earliest articulation of the relationship, and distinction, between the genome and the epigenome 8. Brink realized that the behavior of the R locus required a system of heredity distinct from the system (by then understood to be based on DNA) responsible for Mendelian inheritance. His views did not arise in isolation: by 1960, there had been decades of speculation concerning the means by which disparate phenotypes could arise from a single genome. In contrast to earlier discussions (including McClintock's 63), Brink's concept is an easily recognizable description of the nature and role of the epigenome 8. Brink discarded the terms euchromatin and heterochromatin because he felt that they carried confusing connotations, and wanted to avoid the sharp distinction often made between the two: the essence of Brink's view is that many or most regions can exist as either heterochromatin or euchromatin. He instead proposed that a chromosome is composed of two general types of chromatin: orthochromatin and parachromatin. Orthochromatin is essentially synonymous with the genome, the substance that can be changed by mutation, is inherited in a regular pattern, and forms the basis of Mendelian genetics. By contrast, Brink proposed that parachromatin, which we now call the epigenome, is associated with orthochromatin (i.e. the genome), replicates itself in concert with the genome, and can act as a kind of genetic material. It is "…the meeting ground of the genetic and epigenetic functions of the chromosome" 8, responsible for functional changes in the genome, and reacting to the cellular environment to mediate differentiation. Brink recognized that the genome must remain constant, but that parachromatin must change to create a variety of reversible but heritable states of gene expression, and that cell differentiation involves the development of a succession of such states. Paramutation describes the normal process that occurs when parachromatin alters the function of a gene; the phenomena he and others had described were thus aberrant forms of a pervasive process.
Brink's description of parachromatin makes it clear that he was, by 1960, in possession of a concept of the epigenome that is relevant even today. The striking clarity of his insight presaged the development of modern epigenetics, but has been little noted in recent times.
Progress toward a molecular basis of paramutation
The detailed studies of paramutation carried out by Brink, Coe, and others did not succeed in discovering its mechanism; it remained a mysterious exception to Mendel's laws through the early part of the technological revolution in genetics that began in the 1970s. After a fallow period, investigations of the mechanism of paramutation were renewed in the 1990s 10, and many more examples of paramutation-like phenomena have been found. These have been reported at both endogenous and transgenic loci, and commonly involve variants of pigmentation (e.g. a1, pl1, b2) and antibiotic resistance (e.g. nptII, hpt, spt) (see 4 , 11 and references within). Two models, not necessarily incompatible, have been invoked to explain the mechanism of paramutation12. The 'pairing' model is based on models from other systems, such as transvection in Drosophila, that propose physical association of homologous loci 13 , 14, and transfer of an epigenetic state from one to the other. There is however no experimental evidence supporting pairing as a mechanism for paramutation. It is extremely difficult to prove that pairing does not occur during paramutation, and this might in part explain the model's persistence. Furthermore, by itself pairing does not explain transfer of an epigenetic state: something more is required. This 'something' might be a mechanism based on transfer of homologous sequence (i.e. RNA), which could also make physical pairing unnecessary. In contrast to pairing, experimental evidence for the role of RNA has emerged.
Work focused on the b1 locus ( Figure 1 ) has established that paramutagenic action derives from a transcriptional enhancer consisting of seven tandem repeats 100 kb upstream of the b1 coding region, which might form a transcriptional enhancer element 15; other b1 alleles with only a single repeat are not paramutable. Paramutation is associated with methylation of the repeats and a reduction of their sensitivity to nuclease digestion, both indicative of change to a repressed chromatin structure 16. The tandem repeats are transcribed in both B-I and B' epialleles 17, and 25nt sRNAs derived from the repeats have been detected in plants of both types 18. Paramutation relies on activity of an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP), mediator of paramutation 1 MOP1 17, which is homologous to plant RDRPs that mediate RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) 19 -21. A specialized RNA polymerase (RNA polIV), which transcribes sequences destined to be processed into sRNAs 22 , 23, is required for the establishment and maintenance of paramutant states 24. Although these observations strongly imply that paramutation is mediated by sRNAs, it remains unknown precisely how the change from B-I to B' is effected. Establishment and/or maintenance of paramutant states at R and another paramutable allele (pl1) also requires factors associated with RdDM 19 , 20 , 25 , 26. In isolation, the evidence implicating RNA in paramutation might be difficult to interpret: the significance of this evidence is derived largely from work on other systems of transsilencing. Recent evidence has demonstrated that eukaryotes use deeply conserved mechanisms that process RNA into short single-stranded segments of ~20-30 nucleotides in length and use the sRNAs as guides to direct proteins of the Argonaute family 27 and associated effector protein complexes to homologous sequences 26 , 28 , 29. The profusion of names for these sRNAs is related to their size, known protein partners, and presumed functions 28. sRNA-bound complexes can trigger degradation, translational repression, rearrangement, or epigenetic modification 28 -30. The latter phenomenon might be considered most relevant to paramutation: sRNAs produced from one region induce epigenetic modification of homologous sequences, either at the locus from which the RNA originated or at an unlinked locus 29 , 31 -40. sRNAs can silence a broad variety of sequences, principally repeat elements, transgenes, and rearranged loci, and the rapid progress of discovery suggests that the scope of their activities might be much broader; nevertheless the precise molecular mechanisms that direct silencing remain to be elucidated. A seeming paradox is that epigenetic modification seems to promote transcriptional repression, yet transcription of the repressed sequence is required to produce the sRNAs. In fission yeast, sRNAs are produced from 'silent' heterochromatic repeats by transcription that occurs only in S phase of the cell cycle; the RNAi machinery uses the sRNAs to rapidly silence the repeats by the end of S phase 41. This cell-cycle dependent transcription of silent loci provides a mechanism for maintaining epigenetic silence through cell division, and might be more broadly distributed.
Although investigations of sRNA-mediated epigenetic modification have informed interpretations of the molecular basis of paramutation, it is equally true that paramutation provides some of the best evidence for involvement of sRNAs in heritable epigenetic states affecting genes (rather than repeat sequences or transgenes). It should be noted that there are other examples, termed epimutation, similar to paramutation in that a gene is unusually epigenetically silenced, but lacking the feature of transfer of the epigenetic state from one allele to another 34 , 42 -44; there is clear evidence for involvement of sRNA in some 34. For example, repression of silent SUPERMAN epialleles in Arabidopsis thaliana is alleviated in plants defective in ARGONAUTE 4, a central element of the RdDM pathway 45.
All together, while it does not reveal how common these traits are, this evidence suggests that sRNA can mediate heritable epigenetic traits. The emphasis here on sRNA as a mediator of paramutation does not deprecate the possible involvement of other, perhaps separate, mechanisms in paramutation and similar phenomena, nor is it necessarily the case that every trans-sensing phenomenon is mediated by RNA. While the involvement of sRNAs in epigenetic phenomena is extensive, much remains to be understood; it is wise to doubt that they provide a complete explanation.
piRNA-mediated silencing: an example of adaptive paramutation in animals?
The evidence for paramutation in animals is scant in comparison to plants (as is typically the case for epigenetic phenomena), but sufficient to indicate that the phenomenon is possible (see Box 2). It seems likely, however, that more cases will emerge, because we now have evidence of a pathway of RNA-mediated homologous silencing in animals that carries out, on a large scale, functions strongly resembling paramutation.
BOX 2. Does paramutation occur in mammals?
There have been several reports suggestive of paramutation-like effects in mammals. While none of them are as fully investigated as the classic examples in plants, and there is no naturally occurring example that clearly involves paramutation, in at least one case the evidence is sufficient to conclude that a homology-mediated event has transferred an epigenetic state.
The first report involved polymorphic insulin alleles in patients with type I diabetes64.
The predisposing effect of one allele is lost if it is paired with a protective allelic variant in the father. This implies that the untransmitted protective allele alters the state of the risk allele in the paternal germline, and that the altered state is transmitted to offspring. While suggestive of paramutation, this observation has not been confirmed, and the nature of the evidence leaves room for doubt as to its validity.
Mice heterozygous for a mutant c-kit locus created by lacZ insertion have white spotting and white bellies typical of c-kit mutations65. When bred to wild type mice, mutant mice produce wild type offspring with white tail spotting, which is then observed in variable proportions of wild type mice in succeeding generations. The authors proposed that transmission of tail spotting is a paramutation event mediated by aberrant c-kit RNAs observed in the testes of the mice. However this study did not recognize that white tail spotting occurs commonly in wild type C57Bl/6 mice, did not demonstrate that the progeny had a higher than normal incidence of tail spotting, and demonstrated no specific evidence for transmission of aberrant c-kit RNAs66 -68.
The strongest example of a paramutation-like phenomenon in mammals comes from an investigation of sequences controlling imprinting in mice69. Soloway and colleagues replaced the region required for paternal methylation of the imprinted RAS proteinspecific guanine nucleotide-releasing factor 1 (Rasgrf1) with the region controlling methylation of insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor (Igf2r). The mutant allele is paternally methylated and expressed like a wild-type allele. However paternal transmission of the mutant allele induces methylation and expression of a normally unmethylated and silent wild-type maternal allele in the next generation. As long as the allele is maternally transmitted it does not alter the wild-type allele. But once the wildtype allele has been altered by the mutant allele in the paternal germline, its acquired (methylated) state is maintained even when it is maternally transmitted and separated from the mutant allele.
The discovery of Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) points to a mechanism that could drive paramutation and similar phenomena in animals. piRNA functions resemble those of some plant sRNAs 23 , 29 , 31 , 33 -40 , 46 : sRNAs produced by transcription of repressed sequences feed back to induce epigenetic modification of homologous sequences. There is increasing evidence that piRNAs renew epigenetic silencing of retroelements in the animal germline 28 , 31 , 47 -51; it currently is not known if they also regulate other, non-repetitive, sequences, but we speculate that they will be found to do so. 32 , 49. In mammals, piRNAs are implicated in the methylation of retroelements they suppress, and they act upstream of cytosine methyltransferase 31 , 47. Animals might also express other classes of sRNAs which mediate different homologydependent silencing systems 28 , 59.
Box 3. Primordial paramutation: piRNA-mediated retroelement suppression
The Drosophila Piwi proteins, members of the argonaute family, and their mammalian homologues (miwi, hiwi, etc.) are expressed in germ cells27 , 52 , 53; they complex with piRNAs and presumably guide effector function to homologous sequences51 , 55 -57. The ability of piRNAs to mediate paramutation-like effects is illustrated by their role in I-R dysgenesis in Drosophila. I is a LINE element present in most Drosophila strains but absent from some70 , 71. Reactive (R) strains lack functional copies of the I element, while inducer (I) strains carry about silenced 10 copies70 , 72; both I and R strains have degenerate I element fragments in their pericentromeric heterochromatin32 , 49 , 70 , 71. Crossing of an I male and R female results in I-R hybrid dysgenesis: most female progeny are sterile70 , 73, the I element is active in their ovaries, retrotransposes in the oocyte, and causes mutations and sterility 32 , 49. In flies that are able to reproduce, this activity ceases after a few generations, once the I element has multiplied to about 10 copies70 , 72.
Both I and R strains have piRNAs derived from I elements in their female germ cells32 , 49. In I strains most of these piRNAs are derived from I elements, but in R strains they are much less abundant, and they are derived from the degenerate pericentromeric I fragments32 , 49. As repression of the I element increases, so does the abundance of I element piRNAs32 , 49.
These findings are consistent with a model in which I elements are suppressed in I strains by piRNAs derived principally from the I elements themselves (Figure 2) . In a dysgenic cross, suppression is lost, but piRNAs derived from the degenerate heterochromatic I elements begin to induce the production of piRNAs from I element transcripts; eventually these piRNAs become sufficiently abundant to suppress the I elements again32 , 49.
I-R dysgenesis corresponds to paramutation at key points: the degenerate I fragments are functionally equivalent to paramutagenic alleles, and the intact I elements to paramutable alleles. The paramutable intact I elements participate in the maintenance of their own silencing, through piRNAs derived from their own transcripts. Paramutation, and perhaps epimutations seen in plants and animals42 -44 , 60 , 61, might occur when the genetic architecture of a locus predisposes it to produce RNAs that are incorporated into the piRNA system and then feed back to the locus and its homologues.
Paramutation might occur in animals, as it does in plants, when the genetic structure of a locus permits the formation of RNAs that can be adopted into the piRNA system, or similar systems, and which then act as guides for Argonaute family members to find homologous loci and induce their silencing. This view does not answer the many questions about how paramutation occurs, but it provides a framework that helps to unify the disparate phenomena.
The realization that homology-dependent silencing mediated by sRNAs is affecting a very large proportion of the genome might also say something about the likely participation of pairing in paramutation. As noted previously, there remains no direct evidence that physical pairing of homologous loci is part of the paramutation process. Physical pairing is difficult to reconcile with the very large number of paramutation-like events that are probably occurring -it would require extraordinary and perhaps impossible contortions of the genome.
Concluding remarks
Paramutation, once a curiosity of plants, can be viewed as just one facet of a phenomenon that is broadly distributed in multicellular eukaryotes. What insights can paramutation provide, given that we now know so much about the underlying mechanisms? It might be useful to review Brink's interpretation that paramutation is simply an aberration of a regulated process (Box 1) 8. The examples Brink, Coe, and others uncovered are useful today because of what they say about the ability of paramutation to generate heritable epigenetic information; our new understanding of the scope of the underlying mechanisms tells us that there could be a great deal of this information indeed.
In animals, it appears that all retrotransposons are subject to epigenetic inheritance. What we know about paramutation indicates that genes or their regulatory elements can become incorporated into this system of sRNA-mediated epigenetic inheritance, and from innocent bystanders turn into full-fledged denizens of the epigenetic underworld. This is something that clearly occurs in plants, and the existence of piRNA-mediated silencing in animals predicts its occurrence in that phylum also. All that is required is that a transcript, homologous to a specific locus, is made into piRNAs, and a self-reinforcing mechanism comes into play (Box 3). Such an event could occasionally occur simply as an accident; indeed, this might be the origin of the germline epimutations of the tumor suppressor Mut L homolog 1 (MLH1) 44, of the peloric variant of toadflax described by Linnaeus 42, and other epimutations of seemingly pristine loci43 , 60 , 61.
Adaptive mechanisms underlie paramutation, but is paramutation itself a mechanism of variation that can be operated on by selection? If stable and heritable traits are generated by sRNS-mediated mechanisms (as seems to be the case), then there is every reason to suppose that in some circumstances such traits are selected and become fixed in a population. Although such a scenario is inconsistent with Mendelian genetics, it is entirely compatible with Darwinian evolution. The big questions raised by this insight concern the amount of epigenetic information that has been generated by paramutation-like mechanisms and is maintained in the animal germline, and the extent to which this information shapes the stable characteristics of species. due to mutations caused by I element retrotransposition, but some are able to reproduce. In these females, piRNAs derived from pericentromeric I elements (i) direct new piRNA formation from the newly integrated paternal I elements by the 'pingpong' mechanism (ii); eventually these new piRNAs become sufficiently abundant to direct stable I element silencing (iii).
